A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
retiring Russians were compelled to stand, in the neighbourhood
of the town of Borodino (September 7, 1812), not far from the
river Moscowa.
By this time the number of the French forces wasted on
communications, sickness, and the rest had brought the numbers
of the opposing forces to a rough equality;  and a desperately
fought action resulted in a further retreat of the Russians, so that
the French were free to advance and take the capital.   But there
was still no decision.   After the French had occupied Moscow
it was burned down, probably by design;  an early winter
threatened, and Napoleon, vainly waiting for peace negotiations
which the Tsar refused to begin, was forced, through the
impossibility of remaining through the winter where he was, to
begin the famous and disastrous retreat.    The climatic diffi-
culties of this have been exaggerated;  but the military conse-
quences are beyond exaggeration.   The Grand Army, save that
portion of it which was attempting to retain Spain and those
who were scattered in the garrisons throughout the French
Empire and Germany, had ceased to exist.   Most important of
all, the great body of Napoleonic cavalry, which had been one
of the principal instruments of the victories, had disappeared
and could never be restored.
Leipzig and the Breakdown. Napoleon attempted to
rally his forces in 1813 with yet another draft of conscripts,
though the murmurs against that burden were becoming loud
even in France, and more in the non-French territory under
Napoleon's rule. He restored the numbers (but not the quality)
of his troops sufficiently to make an effort.
Those who had remained allied or neutral until the Russian
disaster were now combined against the Emperor: he all but
defeated them at Bautzen, though his victory would hardly have
restored the old state of affairs—but, as a fact, he failed through
what was now becoming noticeable in him, occasional phases of
mental fatigue. He was not sufficiently prompt in going ia
person to see that his Marshal, Ney, executed a certain move-
ment. At last, standing round Leipzig with 150,000 men and
three great bodies of the enemy converging upon him, amounting
to double his force, he attempted to beat them off in detail
during a mighty struggle of three days (October 16-19, 1813);
but their ranks joined, and they pressed him inward on the town.
On the third day the remains of his broken army began the re-
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